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Where to now Canada? 
By Michael Benyacar 

 
In my thoughts of where Canada’s best future lies, one must learn how we got to where we are today, in 
order to see where we need to go next.  Else, we would repeat the mistakes of missing the opportunities 
we had in the past.  So here is a quick synopsis of the illusion of Canada and the remedy that needs to be 
enacted. 
 
Event: The year, 1901. With Queen Victoria’s death, the repeal of Section 2 of the BNA Act came into 
force, deliberately leaving the Dominion of Canada without a Monarch. To this day the BNA Act repeal 
of Section 2 has never been re-enacted and the only Monarch it applies to is Queen Victoria. 
 
Event: The year, 1931. British Parliament passed the ‘Statute of Westminster’ allowing their Dominions 
to act independently. This would allow the said Dominions to federate and create their own 
constitutions. 
 
Ireland, New Zealand, South Africa, as well as other Nations from the Commonwealth. – Canada did not! 
 
Why didn’t Canada federate?  Simply follow the money. 
 
Follow the money… to learn how certain forces active even today, were determined not to surrender 
their cherished positions of power. Continuing by way of deception, these forces kept alive the illusion 
of ‘Canadian Confederation’ and ‘Sovereignty’. This deliberate illusion continued throughout various 
iterations of the BNA Act, later called the “Constitution Acts” of 1940, 43, 49, 60, 65, 74, 75 and finally, 
1982. 
 
Event: The year, 1946. King George VI appointed a Governor General to Canada. In 1947, he 
commanded the Parliament of Canada to create a commission to write Letters Patent for his Governor 
General, he then commanded Prime Minister Mackenzie King to sign the new “Letters Patent” on his 
behalf. The letters patent reference the BNA act, 1867 “Letters Patent” enabling the GG to give Royal 
assent to the Income Tax act 1948. 
 
The Governor General sits in Ottawa and his Lieutenant Governors sit in each of the provinces – to 
report not to you the people, but to the “Queen in Right of Canada”. Today some statutes created by 
the various provincial governments or the Federal government receive royal accent, the positions of Lt. 
Gov., GG and Queen of Canada are simply fictional figureheads with NO standing in law. 
 
Event: 1952 the Royal Styles and Titles act is created by the Parliament of Canada for the Queen of 
Canada, yes that’s correct the Queen of Canada proclaims through this act, to be the Queen of Canada, 
not joking. 
 
This should clear up any wonder over why at the inauguration ceremony of 2019, Prime Minister Justin 
Trudeau and all elected members swore allegiance – hand-upon-Bible – to the Queen of Canada and not 
to the People of Canada. You may now have realized why. 
 
But wait, how does this work… according to the Statutes Law Revisions Act of 1893, Section 2 of the BNA 
act, 1867 was repealed, so what Queen? 
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Event: The year, 1982. To prevent people from discovering the illusion, Prime Minister Pierre Elliot 
Trudeau and his Cabinet created the ‘Canada Bill’, delivering directly to the self-styled ‘Queen of 
Canada’, Britain’s Queen Elizabeth, for her delivery of it to the British Parliament to thereby pass it as 
the “Canada Act”, 1982. 
 
Trudeau would “patriate” the defunct BNA act 1867, to Canada – a photocopy, the original still residing 
in the UK Parliamentary Archives. 
 
Upon returning, Trudeau convinced all provinces to ratify the deception of the new ‘Constitution’. This 
was of the utmost of importance, without the provinces ratifying this Act of a foreign parliament it could 
not become Supreme Law (Law of the Sea) here on the landmass commonly known as Canada. All the 
provinces with the exception of Quebec signed off. Their problem, the Constitution Act was NOT ratified 
and has NO standing here on the landmass commonly known as Canada. 
 
The outcome of this adventure saw Trudeau retiring from politics, leaving his mess behind to be sorted 
out by future politicians. 
 
To ensure the deception was laid to rest, the “Government of Canada” knew they needed to amend ‘The 
Constitution Act, 1982’. There was the Meech Lake Accord of 1987, followed five years later by the 
Charlottetown Accord. These accords failed and the “Government of Canada” did not get what it 
wanted. 
 
As both Accords failed, the federal authority in 1995 let sleeping dogs lie, pretending everything was as 
it should be. After all, the people of Canada had yet to figure it out. 
 

Today, Canada is not a lawfully established Sovereign Nation. 
 

In the past, the combination of confusion and the oddness of the opportunity to form our self-governed 
nation led to what happened next — nothing.  Let’s not do that anymore. 
 
To all the politicians, government employees, armed forces personnel, and the many wonderful people 
that make up Canada, we must without delay RESOLVE to implement the very best option. 
 
There has never been a better time for all Canadians to unite, and finally enact their own home-grown 
government.  Now in the 21st century let’s take control of our own destiny. 
 

Canada is free and freedom is its nationality. - Sir Wilfred Laurier 
 

Corporations cannot be sovereign governments. 


